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the box for storage or shipping. Alternatively, separate the drawers to create a storage area for your

practice materials. These table tennis mats are ideal for those who use a paddle or a rubber with
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designed for use on a hard surface! Quantity: 2 pieces. Features & Benefits: It has a 1/4 inch PVC
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allow easy portability and transportation. The mat can be easily folded and stored for storage or
shipping.Q: How to update oracle database fields from a stored procedure in a non-interactive query
(with no parameters)? I am using Oracle 10g R2. What is the best way to update all records in a table

from an oracle stored procedure? Currently I am using a cursor to iterate through the records and
manually update them, like this... declare ... CURSOR users_cursor is select some_id, some_value

from some_table; begin for cursor1 in users_cursor loop update some_table set some_value =
some_value + 1 where... where...
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